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SPACE AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
FOR WHEELCHAIR KITCHENS
By HELEN E. McCuLLOUGH and MARY B. FARNHAM*
ALTHOUGH
THERE ARE NO ACCURATE STATISTICS OH the number of
women in the United States who are confined to wheelchairs, it is
known that there are about 7i/2 million orthopedically handicapped
women (5),
2
many of them in wheelchairs. Some are wage earners
and many are homemakers. A common need for all is to be useful,
contributing members of their homes and communities.
Many work-simplification studies applicable to a variety of activ-
ities have been made for the orthopedically handicapped and for low-
energy groups, such as cardiac and tuberculosis patients. Child-care
problems have received special attention. Research has also been done
on clothing design for adults and children, both from the self-help
standpoint and in relation to fabric and construction methods (1).
But very little has been published to provide authoritative data on
household space dimensions for the disabled. There is a great need
for house designs and kitchen and work-area arrangements for the
handicapped, based on research findings, which provide definite dimen-
sions for circulation space, range of access for storage, clearances for
knees and chair arms, and comfortable work heights. The study re-
ported here was undertaken to help supply this need, with particular
emphasis on kitchens adapted to women in wheelchairs (see Figs. 1
and 2).
METHOD OF STUDY
The special program for disabled students at the University of
Illinois, with its opportunities and facilities for education and rehabili-
tation, provided a strong incentive for this research. At the time the
study was started there were 45 physically handicapped women on the
campus, 30 of them confined to wheelchairs. Twenty of these women
volunteered to be subjects for the research. Six women volunteers in
the community brought the total number of subjects to 26.
The study was conducted at the housing research laboratory of the
'HELEN E. MCCULLOUGH, Associate Professor of Home Economics; MARY
B. FARNHAM, Assistant in Home Economics.
2 Numbers in parentheses refer to literature citations on page 38.
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The need for authoritative information on kitchen space and design require-
ments for women in wheelchairs is graphically illustrated here. Above is a
standard sink cabinet, 36 inches high, with no open space for knees. Below
is the sink tested in this research, specially designed for women in wheel-
chairs. (Figs. 1 and 2)
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Department of Home Economics. The tests that were made and the
data that were collected 1 can be divided into seven categories:
1. Personal data were collected for each subject.
2. Measurements were made of the wheelchairs and of the subjects
seated in their chairs.
3. Space requirements for maneuvering the chairs were determined.
4. Vertical and horizontal reaches of the subjects were measured.
5. Comfortable working heights and necessary clearances of work
areas were determined.
6. Kitchen and laundry appliances and cabinets of various designs
were tested for accessibility and ease of operation.
7. Three kitchen layouts, incorporating the measurements deter-
mined from the above tests, were set up and tested.
Details on the testing and measuring equipment used are given
in Appendix A (pages 38 to 40). Measurements that were taken in
centimeters were later converted to inches. Measurements requiring
the use of movable panels were made according to the methods used in
the Illinois space requirement studies (2).
In the present study, three dimensions were used height, width
(side-to-side measurement), and depth (front-to-back measurement).
THE SUBJECTS
Of the 26 subjects, 20 were students and 6 were women in the
community. Of the latter group, 2 were full-time homemakers, 2 were
employed full time and living with parents, and 2 were carrying the
double responsibility of employment and homemaking. Most of the
subjects had had some cooking and home-management experience and
several had been doing all their own housework for many years. Five
of the students married and set up homes during the year following
the beginning of the tests.
The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 81 years, with 46 percent
in the 20-to-30-year age group. The causes of disability and the num-
bers having each were: poliomyelitis, 21; neuromyelitis, 1; muscular
dystrophy, 1; accidental spinal injury, 1; congenital spinal defect, 1;
and amputee, 1.
One additional woman with arthritis was measured but her range
of motion was so limited that it was felt that she should not do house-
work and her measurements were eliminated from the final results.
1 Forms used in recording data are given in Appendix C (pages 42 to 47).
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The duration of disability ranged from 3 to 28 years and averaged
9}/2 years. All the subjects were in good health except for their dis-
abilities, although their strength, control, and balance varied greatly.
All but one of the subjects were normally right-handed. Twelve
had good use of both arms, 4 had fair use of both arms, 8 had better
use of the left than the right, and 2 had better use of the right than
the left.
The subjects were all well adjusted to their handicaps and were
intensely interested in contributing to the research by serving as
subjects.
WHEELCHAIR AND BODY MEASUREMENTS
Wheelchair dimensions are given in Table 1. All subjects used
Standard Universal models of chairs made by three different com-
panies, 23 of which came from one major .manufacturer. The similar-
ity of the chairs was an advantage as far as the research was concerned
because it reduced one of the variables. The Standard Universal chairs,
which are metal folding chairs with a fabric seat and back, are recom-
mended by the Student Rehabilitation Center at the University of
Illinois because they provide a maximum of mobility, strength, and
performance at a reasonable cost. It is recognized, however, that
some individuals may require a more rigid back for support than can
be obtained with the sling back of the folding chair.
DESK
ARM
Desk arms permit a closer approach to work spaces than standard arms, but
many persons require the added support and protection of standard arms
(Fig. 3)
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Arm lengths (left) were measured with a caliper. The measurement was
taken from the acromion to the forefinger touching the thumb. Eye heights
(right) were measured with an anthropometer. (Figs. 4 and 5)
Twenty-one of the chairs had standard arms and the other five had
desk-type arms (Fig. 3). All of the desk arms and four of the stand-
ard arms were removable. The desk and removable arms permitted a
closer approach to work spaces for those who did not require the added
support and protection of stationary arms.
Body measurements were limited to those bearing a relation to
housing and equipment design. Body landmarks used in a study by
O'Brien and Shelton (3) served as a guide in obtaining these meas-
urements.
It was obvious that all dimensions important to kitchen design
involved the subject and chair as an integrated whole. As one subject
expressed it, "My chair is as much a part of me as an arm or a leg."
Measurements were thus made of the subjects seated in their chairs
(Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 2).
MANIPULATION OF CHAIR
The space required to move in a straight line was determined by
making a corridor with two panels 36 inches wride and 36 inches high
and having the subject take her chair through the space. The panels
were moved closer together until there was adequate space to pass
through quickly without touching the panels on either side (Fig. 6).
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The space required to make a complete turn was determined by
boxing the subject within three 48-inch-wide movable panels and a
stationary wall. Maneuvering the chair as she usually would, the
subject turned it around completely, both clockwise and counterclock-
wise, pushing out the panels with the footrests as needed. The rec-
tangle was then straightened by the observer and the whole procedure
tried again before the dimensions were recorded (Fig. 7).
While there was great variation in the body measurements of the
subjects, there was much less variation in the amount of space needed
for passing through doors and corridors (Table 3). For moving the
chair in a straight line the necessary width of space ranged from 32
Table 3. Adequate Space Requirements for Manipulating Chair
Adequate width
Subject for chair
at rest8
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Movable panels were used to determine the space necessary to move in a
straight line. (Fig. 6)
To test the space needed
for turning around, the
subject was boxed within
three movable panels and
a stationary wall. (Fig. 7)
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to 38 inches and averaged 34 inches. The complete turn required an
area averaging 56 x 64 inches, with a range of from 50 inches in one
direction to 76 inches in the other. The subjects maneuvered their
chairs differently but all were very adept and apparently accustomed
to adjusting their movements to limited spaces.
REACHES
Vertical reaches. To determine maximum vertical reach, the sub-
ject made three different approaches right, left, and straight ahead
to a panel on which paper had been mounted. Holding a pencil close
to the point and perpendicular to the panel, she made a short arc at
the uppermost and lowermost points that she could reach. In the
straight approach she made the reach with her "best" hand.
Vertical reaches were further tested by having the subject place
an object or stack of plates on a shelf in each of the following units:
continuous open shelves, full-height storage unit with doors, upper
storage over base cabinets, and upper storage over an open counter.
To facilitate checking measurements, a scale was attached to the edges
of the cupboards.
For testing reaches into continuous open shelves (left) the adjustable shelf
was raised until the maximum comfortable reach was obtained. Maximum
reach into a full-height storage unit with doors (right) was tested by having
the subject place an object on the highest accessible shelf. (Figs. 8 and 9)
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On the theory that the approach which the subject considered best
was the one that she would use at home, a condensed table was drawn
up, showing maximum reaches from each subject's best approach only
(Table 4). A straight approach to any storage unit was rarely chosen
unless there was open space under the counter.
Vertical reaches in general were greatly influenced by balance and
by strength and control of arm, shoulder, and back muscles. Few of
Table 4. Maximum Reaches Above Floor Level, Using Best Approach
and Best Hand
Subject
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the subjects ever used both hands for reaching, most preferring to
place stacked dishes one at a time, using the other hand to maintain
balance.
All the subjects could pick up objects from the floor and had good
access to lower storage in shallow cabinets, using one hand to reach the
object and resting the other hand on the chair arm for support.
Continuous open shelves. To test maximum reach into continuous
open shelves 12 inches deep, the subject made the three approaches to
an open-shelf unit and placed a glass at the back of the shelf (Fig. 8).
Those who could, also placed a stack of six plates with both hands
on the shelf. The adjustable shelf was raised until the maximum
comfortable reach was obtained. Reaches into the shelves ranged from
44 to 56 inches and averaged 52 inches (Table 4).
Full-height storage unit. Reaching into a full-height storage unit
with door shelves was tested by having the subject approach the cup-
board, open the doors, and remove an object from and replace it at
the front of the highest accessible shelf in both the interior and door
(Fig. 9). Reaches into the interior, which had shelves 9 inches deep,
ranged from 54 to 68 inches, averaging 57 inches (Table 4). Reaches
into the door shelves, which were 2i/2 inches deep, ranged from 54 to
70 inches, averaging 61 inches.
Upper storage over base cabinets. Reaching into upper storage over
30-inch-high and 36-inch-high base cabinets was measured in the same
way as for open shelves except that only the side approaches were used
(Fig. 10). In testing these reaches it was found that many of the
subjects could reach farther over a 36-inch-high base than over a
30-inch-high base (Table 4). This was because they used one arm
for support and leaned on the base cabinet as they reached. Over a
30-inch base, reaches ranged from 37 to 58 inches with an average of
47 inches; over a 36-inch base, reaches ranged from 42 to 56 inches
with an average of 49 inches.
Upper storage over open counter. The research was well under way
when it was decided that information on reaches into upper storage
over an open counter would be desirable. Eighteen subjects had
already been tested, so it was decided to conduct the tests for this
storage unit with the eight remaining subjects.
For testing reaches into upper storage over an open counter, the
counter was first adjusted to a comfortable working height. A cabinet
with an adjustable shelf was placed on top of the counter and the
subject, using the straight approach, placed a glass (or stack of plates)
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Reaches were tested into upper storage over base cabinets (left) and over
an open counter (right). Few subjects were able to reach with both hands,
most preferring to reach with one hand while using the other hand for
balance. (Figs. 10 and 11)
Horizontal reaches of both arms averaged 51 inches in width and 21 inches
in depth. (Fig. 12)
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Table 5. Maximum Horizontal Reaches
Subject
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WORK HEIGHTS AND CLEARANCES
Work heights. To determine comfortable working heights, the
subjects performed jobs at work counters, electric mixer units, sinks,
and ironing boards.
For testing work-counter heights, the subjects used a hand mixer
and a rolling pin. The counter was adjusted to obtain the comfortable
height (Fig. 13).
An electric mixer unit, adjustable to varying heights, was tested
by having the subject open it, adjust it to the most comfortable height,
and close it.
Comfortable working heights for the sink were obtained by having
the subjects scrub a plate with a brush and transfer dishes from one
sink bowl to the other. The sink was raised or lowered until the
subject considered the height good (Fig. 14).
Table 6. Comfortable Work Heights
Subject
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I
An adjustable ironing board supporting a counter top was used to determine
comfortable work-counter heights. (Fig. 13)
A sink with block feet adjustable at 1-inch intervals was used to determine
comfortable working height. (Fig- 14)
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The subject simulated the ironing process with an adjustable iron-
ing board and a lightweight iron. She adjusted the board herself until
the height was correct.
Comfortable work-surface heights varied considerably among sub-
jects and also according to the activity being tested (Table 6). The
average heights, in inches, were: hand mixing, 26; electric mixer, 25;
sink, 31; and ironing, 27.
Clearances under sinks and counters were determined by the chair
dimensions and the height of the knees or thighs. Vertical clearances
averaged 30 inches for chair arms and 24 inches for knees (Table 7).
Table 7. Vertical Space Requirements Under Counters,
Including Clearances
Subject Chair arms Knees
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Most sink bowls are too deep to allow for both adequate clearance
and comfortable working height. For this reason a special sink, with
each bowl 5 inches deep, was made for the cabinet used in the kitchen-
layout tests. In determining the overall height of the unit, construc-
tion requirements as well as necessary clearances had to be taken into
consideration.
The width of the open space under a sink or counter needs to be
greater than the actual width of the front wheels or casters. Because of
the chair's swiveling action, ample clearance is necessary to prevent
damage to the sides of the adjacent cabinets. A minimum of 24 inches
is recommended.
The open space under a sink should be made as deep as possible
by placing the trap and drains at the back. The undersurface of the
sink and the pipes should be insulated to prevent burns.
EASE-OF-USE TESTS
Accessibility or ease of operation of storage units, special drawers
and cupboards, and appliances such as refrigerators, washing machines,
and ovens were tested in the following way: As the subject performed
the operation her reactions and comments were noted by the observer
and the activity was then scored as excellent, good, fair, or impossible.
See Appendix C (pages 42 to 47) for scoring sheets.
Refrigerators were scored for accessibility of all parts and for ease
of removing parts for cleaning. Several refrigerators proved suitable
for wheelchair use. The door of the freezer compartment should be
hinged on the side (Fig. 15) rather than at the bottom (Fig. 16).
There should be good access to all parts of the interior for cleaning.
Revolving or sliding removable shelves are excellent. Automatic de-
frosting and automatic filling of freezer trays are also good con-
venience features in refrigerators.
Dishwashers. To test dishwashers, each was opened and a plate
placed in the most distant part of the tray. Controls were tried and
strainers, if any, were removed and replaced. Front-loading dish-
washers proved far more accessible and easy to use than top-loading
models (Fig. 17). All subjects were able to open, load, and manage
the controls on the two front-loading models that were tested. The
two top-loading models were difficult to operate because of their depth
and their construction, which prevented a close approach (Fig. 18).
Since strainers are often located where they are difficult to reach, a
self
-cleaning model is preferable.
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The size and design
of this refrigerator
made it easy to use.
The side-opening
freezer compart-
ment is recom-
mended. (Fig. 15)
The bottom-hinged
door on the freezer
compartment made
this refrigerator dif-
ficult to use.
(Fig. 16)
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Front-loading dish-
washers were much
more satisfactory than
top-loading ones.
(Fig. 17)
Top-loading dishwashers prevented a close approach and required a very
long reach. (Fig. 18)
This oven is too high
for easy removal of
food. The drop-down
door is a safety hazard.
(Fig. 19)
Ovens were judged for height and ease of operating doors and
shelves (Figs. 19 and 20). Of the two types of ovens tested, range and
separate, the separate oven, adjusted to the correct height, was pre-
ferred. However, many of the subjects made no objection to the use
of the oven in a standard range, provided the shelves pulled out easily
and did not allow pans to tip as they were being removed. Many of
the subjects were accustomed to range ovens and found them accept-
able. The door on the 30-inch wide range was slightly heavy and more
difficult to manage than those of the 20- and 24-inch ranges. All
subjects felt that a side-hinged door (which was not available at the
time of the research) would reduce the danger of burns as well as
permit a closer approach.
The height of this oven allows easy transfer from oven to counter. A side-
hinged door would be preferable. (Fig. 20)
The swing-out
broiler was easy to
use, but a higher
level than the one
shown is preferable.
(Fig. 22)
A low broiler with a
drop-down door is
very dangerous.
(Fig. 21)
A side-opening door for a broiler was the easiest to use. Such a door is also
recommended for ovens. (Fig. 23)
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Broilers were tested for height and ease of operation. The com-
plete pan was lifted out and replaced. Most of the broilers were too
low to open and handle easily. The pull-out type was quite dangerous
(Fig. 21). The swing-out type, with the broiler pan attached to the
side-hinged door (Fig. 22), was acceptable but needed to be placed at
a higher level. Most of the subjects had difficulty removing any but
the smallest of the broiler pans. The narrow broiler with a side-hinged
door (Fig. 23) was the most satisfactory of the broilers that were
tested.
A roaster was mounted on a cart and the subject pushed or pulled
it to the sink and lifted out each of the pans as if for washing (Fig.
24) . The unit was scored for height, ease of moving, and convenience.
Most of the subjects considered the roaster on the cart a very satis-
factory piece of equipment. All found the height good; the second
shelf of the cart, on which the roaster was mounted, was 20 inches
high (the top shelf had been removed). The cart was easy to move
from place to place. The small pans were not difficult to handle but
the large pan would present a problem if it were lifted when heavily
loaded with food. However, since the food could be cooked and served
in the small pans, it would not be necessary to remove the large pan
except when empty. A hinged top on the roaster is an advantage in
that it opens easily and requires no storage space when checking the
interior.
A roaster placed on
the second shelf of a
cart was convenient
for cooking and
cleaning. (Fig. 24)
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A pull-up unit for
an electric mixer is
easy to operate
when good hard-
ware is used.
(Fig. 25)
Mixer units. Two commercial mixer units and one of special design
were opened, operated, and closed. One commercial unit was low and
mounted on such heavy springs that some of the subjects had difficulty
raising it into position for use. The other was operated easily but was
too high when in position. The special unit was placed on easy-
operating hardware and came up into position at 27 inches, which,
because of construction requirements, was 2 inches more than indicated
as comfortable by the research (see Table 6). Nevertheless, the 27-
inch height was satisfactory for all subjects (Fig. 25).
Full-height storage units. To test the ease of using full-height
storage units, the subject removed a small object from the back of the
shelves and replaced it. Units not exceeding 12 inches in depth pro-
vided a range of acceptable storage from the floor to 52 inches in
height. The lower shelves should not be placed too close together
because of the difficulty of reaching under one shelf into the next. A
6-inch or greater span is suggested between shelves, depending on what
is to be stored. Door storage increases the number of accessible
articles as well as the usable height, but the swinging door may create
some conflict with the chair (see Fig. 9).
Base cabinets were tested in the same way as full-height storage
units. It was found that cabinets of standard 24-inch depth do not pro-
vide acceptable storage unless they are fitted with drawers, bins, or
pull-out, revolving, or swing-out shelves to bring the contents within
easy reach without too much maneuvering of the chair. Sliding or
folding doors cause the least interference with the chair. It is im-
Storage cabinets with independently revolving shelves (left) and bin-type
storage (right) are particularly good for those with little strength in their
arms. (Figs. 26 and 27)
portant to use the type of hardware which provides very easy opera-
tion of all drawers, shelves, and doors.
Special storage units in base cabinets were tested by having the
subjects remove a small object from the back of each area and replace
it. These special units were designed to bring the contents within easy
reach and they proved very satisfactory to all subjects.
The revolving-shelf unit (Fig. 26) is simple in construction. Each
shelf turns independently, which makes it particularly good for those
with little strength in their arms.
Bin-type storage takes advantage of gravity and requires little
effort to open (Fig. 27). Two bins could be mounted one above the
other for functional use of space.
Pull-out side panels on easy-operating hardware (left) and door storage on
curved shelves (right) make items easily accessible. (Figs. 28 and 29)
jrl
Drawer storage with slanting partitions (left) make canned goods easy to
see and reach. Deep drawers with file dividers (right) prevent stacking of
pans. (Figs. 30 and 31)
Right and left pull-out panels on either side of a mix counter bring
many utensils and supplies within easy reach (Fig. 28).
Curved shelves mounted on a door also make items easily acces-
sible (Fig. 29). Two shelves were used in the test, but a third shelf
could be added. A continuous hinge is recommended to give adequate
support.
Canned goods are easy to see and to grasp when they are stored in
drawers fitted with slanting partitions (Fig. 30). Several drawers
could be placed one above the other in a single base unit.
Deep drawers fitted with vertical file partitions make shallow uten-
sils easy to see, to reach, and to grasp (Fig. 31).
Laundry equipment. For the laundry tests, the subject approached
the washing machine or dryer with a bedsheet in a cart, trying several
approaches. The sheet was placed in the machine, controls tried, and
the sheet removed and replaced in the cart. When the washer and
dryer were in adjacent positions, the sheet was transferred directly
from one machine to the other.
Forty-six percent of the subjects were able to reach the bottom of
the tub in one model of a top-opening washer, and several of them
expressed a preference for this type. The other top-opening model was
too high and too deep for easy use, and the controls at the back were
difficult to reach (Fig. 32). In general, front-opening washers with
the doors hinged at the side are the most satisfactory type (Fig. 33).
A right-hinged washer and a left-hinged dryer placed side by side
make it easy to transfer articles from one machine to the other. The
only combination washer-dryer available for testing had a bottom-
hinged door which kept the subject so far away from the drum that it
was impossible to use (Fig. 34).
Easy accessibility of controls on all appliances is important.
This top-loading
washing machine
was too high and
too deep for many
of the subjects.
(Fig. 32)
A front-loading washing machine with a side-hinged door is recommended.
(Fig. 33)
The bottom-hinged
door of this washer
made the tub inac-
cessible from any
approach. (Fig. 34)
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KITCHEN-LAYOUT TESTS
Procedures. Data from the above measurement and ease-of-use
tests were averaged and analyzed to determine adequate dimensions
for kitchen areas. Based on these dimensions, three experimental
kitchen arrangements were set up an L-shaped, a U-shaped, and a
corridor-shaped kitchen. The three arrangements were planned ac-
cording to good kitchen planning principles (4). In applying the
results of the previous tests to actual kitchen layouts, certain adjust-
ELEVATION
REFRIGERATOR
BLIND
CORNER
REFRIGERATOR
75"
T
<r OPEN
SPACE BELOW
31"
HIGH
OPEN
SPACE
BELOW
K-OPEN >
SPACE BELOW
RANGE
STORAGE
TABLE
SERVE
CENTER
SCALE
>/4 inch a ] loot
Floor plan and elevation of the L-shaped kitchen. This plan and the oth'
two layouts (Figs. 37 and 40) were used for testing purposes only am1
mensions are not necessarily recommended. For example, the ranp
provided more knee space than was necessary (24 inches in he;
width is the recommended minimum).
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ments were made to keep heights and widths uniform, since it would
be impractical from a construction standpoint to have several varia-
tions in adjacent counter heights within one kitchen plan.
A sink cabinet and two mix-center units were built as described in
Appendix A (page 40). The remaining equipment used in the kitchen-
layout tests was selected from the items used in the measurement and
ease-of-use tests. The units used were for testing purposes only and
are not necessarily recommended for actual kitchens.
Each of four subjects prepared a complete meal for four people,
served, ate, and cleared up afterwards in each of the arrangements.
The meal was considered a typical family dinner and required the use
of every part of the kitchen during each test period. A process chart
was followed to standardize procedures and reduce time and unneces-
sary trips (see Appendix B, page 41). Dishes were washed by hand in
the first arrangement to check the adequacy of the sink area. A dish-
washer was used for the other two arrangements to test its con-
venience and to save time and energy. An observer watched each
subject as she worked, keeping notes on the work process and body
and chair positions, and recording any pertinent comments or opinions.
Results. Two of the subjects had had a great deal of cooking ex-
perience, one had some, and the other had very little, but the results
and opinions on the ease of working in each of the kitchens were very
similar. A revealing comment from the subjects concerned how easy it
was to work in these layouts and how much less tired they were than
they would have been had they prepared the same meal in their own
One advantage of the L-shaped kitchen was that it was easy to manipulate
the chair in it; on the other hand, the subjects felt that it was so spread out
that it required a good deal of moving about. (Fig. 36)
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kitchens even though they thought they managed well with their
facilities at home.
Each of the arrangements had certain advantages and disadvan-
tages. In the L layout (Figs. 35 and 36) the subjects liked the long
continuous counter between refrigerator and sink because they could
slide objects with one hand while operating the chair with the other.
However, this mix counter (see Fig. 28) was too high (31 inches) for
certain hand operations and the subjects either moved to the sink or
transferred the activity to their laps for a lower surface. All the
subjects liked the openness of the L plan but felt that it was so spread
ELEVATION
OVEN
(BOTTOM
RACK!
52"
27" I
J, 1
DISHWASHER
SCALE
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HINGED
COUNTER
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The compactness of the U-shaped kitchen was an advantage in that it re-
quired a minimum of moving about. (Fig. 38)
This 27-inch-high
mix center was used
in both the U and
corridor arrange-
ments. Vertical stor-
age on the upper
shelves makes all
items easily acces-
sible. (Fig. 39)
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out that it required a good deal of moving about. The corner counter
was difficult to reach for cleaning.
The U-shaped arrangement (Figs. 37 and 38) was compact and
required a minimum of moving, but the corners were a problem inso-
far as cleaning and storing were concerned. The 27-inch-high mix
counter (Fig. 39) used in both the U and corridor arrangements was
preferred by all the subjects, the only objection being that it was not
quite large enough. For this reason a mix counter 4 feet wide is
recommended.
The corridor arrangement (Figs. 40-42) was satisfactory and had
the added advantage of eliminating corners. The pass-through counter
used in the corridor layout made the use of a cart less essential than
with the other two plans, but a standard kitchen cart was a great help
with the serving and clearing-up process in each of the arrangements.
SCALE
'/< inch 1 fool
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Details of mix-
serve centers in
corridor kitchen.
(Fig. 41)
A row of surface burners 31 inches high on a table made it easy to
see into the pans while food was cooking and reduced the danger of
burns (Fig. 42). This test unit, however, was more space-consuming
than a range unit would need to be.
Dishwashing was easy with either the hand or the mechanical
method. The specially designed sink unit was very convenient and the
position of the trap and drains at the back of the bowls gave excellent
clearance for the knees (Fig. 43).
The test layouts all provided adequate facilities and equipment for
the research but did not have as much storage or as continuous counter
space as should be present in a home kitchen. The next step in this
research will be the construction of complete kitchens for further
testing and as a permanent exhibit of good kitchen design for the
wheelchair homemaker.
Details of sink-
range centers in
corridor kitchen.
(Fig. 42)
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An easy-to-use sink center with a counter 31 inches high, shallow bowls to
prevent knee interference, and 24-inch-wide knee space. See Fig. 2 for a
view of this sink in operation and compare it with Fig. 1, which shows a
standard sink cabinet. (Fig. 43)
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to determine recommended dimensions for kitchen units
and arrangements adapted to wheelchair use, a series of tests was
conducted at the housing research laboratory of the University of Illi-
nois, using 26 women volunteers, all of them confined to wheelchairs.
Measurements were made of the following: (1) the subjects in
their chairs; (2) space requirements for maneuvering the chair;
(3) vertical and horizontal reaches; (4) comfortable working heights;
and (5) necessary clearances of work areas. Kitchen and laundry
appliances and cabinets of various designs were then tested for acces-
sibility and ease of operation. The last part of the research involved
the testing of three kitchen arrangements, which were set up according
to the dimensions obtained in the previous tests.
Despite the wide range of individual measurements of the subjects,
the research shows that there are certain general dimensions and
planning guides which can provide comfortable, safe work areas for
many wheelchair homemakers.
Many of the units designed in this study for wheelchair use, partic-
ularly the wide variety of cabinets designed to make storage easily
accessible, are equally suitable for standard kitchens. The chief varia-
tions from standard kitchen equipment apply to the heights of sinks,
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surface cooking units, and work counters, and to the need for knee
space at least 24 inches wide under these units.
In determining the overall height of any unit, construction require-
ments as well as minimum space requirements for comfortable use
must be taken into consideration. A good height for sink and surface
cooking units is 30 to 31 inches. Sink drains should be placed at the
back of the bowl instead of at the center to provide maximum clearance
for the knees. The underside of the bowl and the pipes should be
insulated to eliminate danger of burns. Surface cooking units should
be placed at the front of the counter; controls must be easily accessible,
preferably in the front panel.
A counter 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep is recommended for a mix
center. For hand-beating and rolling operations a height of approxi-
mately 27 inches is desirable. A pull-out board or table at the correct
height could serve this purpose.
Shallow cupboards with adjustable shelves not exceeding 12 inches
in depth and 72 inches in overall height are excellent. Midway storage
units between base and wall cabinets also are good. Many wheelchair
subjects can use the bottom shelf of wall cabinets if the cabinets are
correctly placed, especially if vertical-file storage is provided.
Many types of commercial appliances can be used by wheelchair
homemakers, but careful selection is necessary. Front-opening equip-
ment is usually better than top-opening. In general, doors on appliances
should be hinged on the side. Controls must be easy to reach. Several
small electrical cooking appliances may be a satisfactory substitute for
a standard range, and a utility cart helps make them even more
convenient.
The results of the kitchen-design tests show that the L-shaped
kitchen is excellent from the standpoint of ease of manipulating the
chair, but the travel distances are greater than with the other arrange-
ments. The compactness of the U-shaped kitchen is an asset, but the
corners may present a cleaning and storing problem. The corridor-
shaped kitchen, with a 5-foot passage through the center, is excellent.
In any kitchen planned for wheelchair use it is important to have
a minimum of 5 feet of free space between cabinets and appliances
that are opposite each other. Corner cabinets should be avoided when
possible, but if they are used, they should have revolving shelves.
Heights should be adjusted to the reaches of the person using the
kitchen when it is possible to adapt designs to meet individual
requirements.
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Complete kitchens based on the results of this research are needed
to provide examples of good kitchen design for wheelchair home-
makers. Work is now in progress on providing a variety of kitchen
designs and working drawings of the special storage units used in this
study for anyone interested in housing for the handicapped.
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APPENDIX A EQUIPMENT USED IN THE RESEARCH
For Determining Dimensions
Measuring devices
Anthropometer and caliper, provided by U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Hens caliper.
Steel tape.
Six plywood panels on casters.
One, 24 inches wide, 54 inches high.
Two, 36 inches wide, 36 inches high.
Three, 48 inches wide, 66 inches high.
Shelf units
Three, each fitted with metal stripping for adjusting shelves at i/^-inch
intervals.
One full height, 24 inches wide, 12 inches deep, 84 inches high.
One over counter, 24 inches wide, 12 inches deep, 36 inches high.
One over base cabinets, 18 inches wide, 12 inches deep, 24 inches high.
Adjustable sink unit
One deep, right-hand bowl and one shallow bow'l. Frame, 48 inches wide, 24
inches deep, 26 inches high. Block-and-dowel feet to adjust height at 1-
inch intervals.
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Adjustable table unit
Ironing board, adjustable at 14-inch intervals, fitted with a top 24 inches wide
and 48 inches long.
For Determining Ease of Use
Carts
One metal, with removable top shelf, 27 inches long, 16 inches wide, 32 inches
high.
One folding metal laundry cart with canvas bag.
Appliances
Refrigerators
Three, each right-hinged, with self-contained freezer compartment.
One with a right-hinged freezer door, standard shelves.
One with a bottom-hinged freezer door, standard shelves.
One with a right-hinged freezer door, revolving shelves.
Dishwashers
Two top-loading.
Two front-loading.
Ovens
One separate, adjustable in height.
Three range ovens, 20 inches, 24 inches, and 30 inches wide.
Broilers
One bottom-hinged.
Two side-hinged.
One high pull-out.
One low pull-out.
Small electrical appliances
Large roaster with hinged top, large and small insert pans, mounted on
kitchen cart with top shelf removed (cart with top shelf removed, 20
inches high).
Percolator, 9-cup size.
Mixer with two glass bowls, rubber feet replaced by ball-bearing rollers.
Iron, 3i/2 pounds.
Conventional storage units
Base cabinets
Revolving corner unit.
Lift-up mixer units, two types.
Drawers in standard cabinets, wood and steel.
Drawers behind sliding doors, wood.
Dining room, buffet-type storage
Two units, each 17 inches deep.
One with sliding doors.
One with hinged doors.
Continuous cupboard with door storage
Upper section: interior, 9 inches deep; door storage, 2i/2 inches deep.
Lower section: interior, 81/2 inches deep; door storage, 3 inches deep.
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Specially designed storage units (base cabinets)
Bin.
Canned-good storage in drawer.
Curved shelves mounted on door.
File drawer, high.
File drawer, low.
Mixer unit.
Pull-out panel.
Revolving-shelf unit.
For Kitchen
-Layout Tests
Sink cabinet
Double-bowl sink, 5 inches deep, drains punched at the back of each bowl,
fitted with a one-hand mixer faucet, and set in a cabinet 5 feet wide, 25
inches deep, and 31 inches high. Center knee space 24 inches wide, 26
inches high to sink bottom, and 13 inches deep to trap. Drawers in right
cabinet mounted on easy-action nylon rollers in metal tracks. Left cabinet
fitted with adjustable sliding shelves for pan storage. Door in left cabinet
fitted with a rack for detergents and a moisture-proof bag for garbage.
Sliding towel rack mounted on left side of open knee space.
Mix center No. 1
Two pull-out panels, operating on heavy-duty nylon rollers in metal tracks,
fitted under a counter 31 inches high. Right panel fitted with pegboard
for hanging utensils. Left panel fitted with adjustable shelves for storing
mix-center food supplies. Knee space 24 inches wide. Separate upper
cabinet, 12 inches deep, with adjustable shelves, placed on counter; used
for storing additional mix-center supplies and for vertical pan storage.
Mix center No. 2
Counter, 27 inches high, 36 inches wide, with open space, 36 inches wide,
below. Storage for food supplies and utensils provided in cabinet with
adjustable shelves, 12 inches deep, above counter.
Range center
Four electric surface units placed in a row on a table. Cooking surface 31
inches high. Adjacent counter and drawer unit for storage, 31 inches high.
Oven
Separate oven placed on adjustable base to bring bottom shelf to same height
as adjacent counter, 31 inches high in two layouts, 27 inches high in one
layout.
Serve unit No. 1
Base unit, 36 inches high, topped with small shelves to simulate a midway
unit. Storage for tableware.
Serve unit No. 2
Full-height storage unit with access from both sides in one section and a
pass-through counter in center section.
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APPENDIX B MENU AND PROCEDURES
FOR TESTING KITCHEN LAYOUTS
Menu
Individual Meat Loaves with Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Buttered Green Vegetable
Brown and Serve Rolls
Tossed Salad
Fruit Upside-down Cake
Coffee
Recipes were provided for the meat loaves and the cake. The menu re-
quired the use of all parts of the kitchen.
Procedures
The following condensed process chart was used to standardize procedures
for meal preparation by the four subjects who tested the three kitchen arrange-
ments:
Turn on oven.
Wash hands.
Collect meat loaf ingredients.
Mix meat loaves and sauce.
Place meat loaves in pan and set aside.
Open fruit and mix topping for dessert.
Mix cake and finish dessert.
Place meat and cake in oven.
Set timer.
Wash cooking utensils and replace.
Peel potatoes and set aside in cold water.
Arrange salad in bowl and place in refrigerator.
Set table using cart to transport tableware.
Place serving dishes on cart.
Prepare butter and cream and place in refrigerator.
Remove coffee, frozen vegetable, rolls, and milk
for potatoes from refrigerator.
Prepare coffee.
Heat water for vegetables.
Start potatoes.
Plug in coffee.
Start vegetable.
Butter tops of rolls and put in oven to brown.
Take cold food to table.
Mash potatoes.
Drain and season vegetable.
Serve food and eat lunch.
Remove services to cart and take to sink.
Serve dessert and replenish coffee and water.
Clear table.
Wash dishes and utensils and replace.
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APPENDIX C
MEASUREMENT AND PREFERENCE DATA FORMS
Personal Data
Name Name, observer
Address Date
Telephone
Birth date Age Length of disability
Handedness: Left Right Ambidextrous.
Diagnosis
Particular problems
Basic Measurements of Subject
Weight Height, if standing
Heights, seated in chair: Above floor Above seat.
Eye level Thigh
Elbow: Left Right Shoulder: Left Right-
Lengths: Seated, back of chair to farthest knee projection
Arms: Left Right Total span.
Wheelchair Data
Brand Model No.
Arms! Typp
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Reaches
Left hand Right hand
43
Vertical (inches)
Straight approach .
Left approach
Right approach . . .
Comments
Up Down Up Down
Horizontal
Sink_
Comfortable Working Heights (inches)
Mix counter Ironing board Mixer_
Use of Storage Units
Reach into continuous open shelves (inches)
Left hand Right hand Both hands
Up Down Up Down Up Down
Straight approach . . .
Left approach
Right approach
Reach into continuous shelves with doors (inches)
Interior _ Door
Reach into upper storage over open counter (inches)
Left hand Right hand Both hands__
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Reach into upper storage over base cabinets of two heights (inches)
Left hand Right hand Both hands
30"
base
36"
base
30"
base
36"
base
Straight approach . . . .
Right approach ,
Reach into four-drawer base unit
Ease of removing object from back of each drawer
Straight approach Left approach
Top drawer 1234 1234
2nd drawer 1234 1234
3rd drawer 1234 1234
4th drawer.. 1234 1234
Hinged-door cabinets
Ease of opening
30"
base
36"
base
Right approach1234
1234
1234
1234
Straight approach
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Ease of Use of Appliances
Refrigerators
Right-hinged door
Accessibility (check for ease of access yes or no)
Top 2nd 3rd
Door shelves ....
Interior shelves. .
Ease of use
Hydrator
Chiller
Freezer . .
4th
Revolving shelves, right-hinged door
Accessibility (check for ease of access yes or no)
Top 2nd 3rd 4th
Door shelves ....
Interior shelves. . .
Ease of use
Hydrator 1 2 3 4
Chiller 1234
Freezer 1 2 3 4
Dishwashers
Front-loading
Ease of loading Left approach Right approach
Top rack 1234 1234
Bottom rack 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Ease of cleaning 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Front-loading
Ease of loading Left approach Right approach
Top rack 1234 1234
Bottom rack 1234 1234
Ease of cleaning 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Top-loading
Ease of loading Left approach Right approach
Top rack 1234 1234
Bottom rack 1234 1234
Ease of cleaning 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Scoring: 1 = excellent, 2 = good, 3 = fair, 4 = impossible.
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Top-loading
Ease of loading
Top rack
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Special storage units (comments on ease of use and convenience)
Canned-goods storage in drawer
47
Curved shelves mounted on door
Pull-out panel.
Bin
High file drawer.
Low file drawer.
Laundry Equipment
Combination washer-dryer, drop-down door
^
Access to controls 1 2 3 4
Ease of use 1 2 3 4
Best method of approach
Automatic washers, top-opening
Model A
Access to controls 1 2 3 4
Ease of use 1 2 3 4
Best method of approach
Automatic washer, front-opening, right-hinged
Access to controls 1 2 3 4
Ease of use 1 2 3 4
Best method of approach
Automatic dryer, front-opening, left-hinged
Access to controls 1 2 3 4
Ease of use 1 2 3 4
Best method of approach
Model B1234
1234
Scoring: 1 = excellent, 2 = good, 3 = fair, 4 = impossible.
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